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ABSTRACT
Lightning stroke density measured by the Global Lightning Dataset (GLD360) has shown several strong
maxima around the globe. Several of these extremes are located over large tropical water bodies surrounded
by terrain features. Four prominent maxima are examined and compared in this study: Lake Maracaibo
in South America, the Strait of Malacca in equatorial Asia, Lake Victoria in East Africa, and Lake Titicaca in
South America. Specifically, the authors observe that all four water bodies exhibit sustained maxima in
lightning occurrence all night, the peak lightning frequency occurs very late at night or the following morning
at three of the four sites, and the nocturnal maxima are out of phase at the four locations even though the
afternoon maxima over the surrounding terrain all occur between 1500 and 1700 local solar time. The meteorological factors affecting the diurnal cycle of lightning occurrence over these four water bodies, which are
all adjacent to mountains, are explored in this study.

1. Introduction
In the tropics, the diurnal cycle is a very strong regulator of precipitation in general, and convective precipitation and lightning specifically. In fact, Venugopal
et al. (2016) show that the diurnal frequency tops the
power spectrum of tropical lightning occurrence, and in
the power spectrum of rainfall, the diurnal cycle is second only to seasonal frequencies. The amplitude and
phase of the diurnal cycle are affected at the broad,
global scale by the land–ocean contrast. Kikuchi and
Wang (2008), using precipitation data from the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), defined a coastal
regime in which the diurnal cycle on the land side shows
inland-directed propagation between 0900 and 2100 local solar time (LST), under the influence of sea breezes
with the daytime heating of nearby higher terrain also
possibly drawing the sea breeze deeper inland. On the
sea side, propagation was found to be offshore, and
maximum precipitation was overnight or in the morning
hours. Land breezes have been found to be weaker than
sea breezes (e.g., Mapes et al. 2003a). However, cooler
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and therefore stronger outflows from land-based moist
convection during the afternoon, and/or gravity waves
generated by daytime convection along and over elevated terrain, are better associated with an organized
seaward-propagating nocturnal maximum in convective
precipitation.
At finer spatial scales, the amplitude and phase of the
diurnal cycle are influenced by the local environment,
particularly the contrast between water bodies large
enough to be relevant at meso-a to meso-b scales and
surrounding terrain features. Three such features have
been the subject of recent studies where the diurnal cycle
of lightning has been described at least in part: Lake
Maracaibo in northwestern Venezuela (Albrecht et al.
2016; Muñoz et al. 2016; Virts et al. 2013a; Bürgesser et al.
2012), the Strait of Malacca in Southeast Asia
(Venugopal et al. 2016; Virts et al. 2013a, b; Albrecht
et al. 2016), and Lake Victoria in east-central Africa
(Albrecht et al. 2016; Bürgesser et al. 2013). In general,
these three locations all exhibit nocturnal maxima in
lightning activity over the water bodies and mid- to lateafternoon maxima over the surrounding land areas.
In those cases where a mechanism of the diurnal cycle
around these three water bodies has been discussed, the
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low-altitude circulation tends to dominate the discussion. Around Lake Maracaibo, Albrecht et al. (2016)
show daytime and nighttime wind roses from three sites:
one at the north end of the lake, one on the east shore,
and one near the southwest corner of the lake. From the
nighttime wind roses, it appears that there is some case
to be made for nocturnal low-level convergence. However, it should be noted that, on average, the nighttime
winds at the southwest corner are roughly parallel to the
lake shore, not truly offshore, while on average, the
daytime winds at the north end of the lake are from
the north and northeast (lake directed). With regard to
the Strait of Malacca and Lake Victoria, Albrecht et al.
(2016) cite generally convergent offshore breezes or
land breezes. Similarly, Virts et al. (2013b) implicate the
convergence of land breezes from both sides of the Strait
of Malacca in the development of the nocturnal maximum in lightning activity there, although they also
mention the gravity wave mechanism of Mapes et al.
(2003a) at least with respect to the offshore propagation
of thunderstorms from the Malaysian Peninsula and the
island of Sumatra. Bürgesser et al. (2013), leaning on an
earlier, regional climate modeling study by Song et al.
(2004), also cite land breezes as the forcing mechanism
behind the nocturnal lightning maximum over Lake
Victoria.
The emphasis on low-level forcing, particularly land
breezes, in the foregoing literature ignores a couple of
key points. First, Mapes et al. (2003a) discussed an
asymmetry between sea and land breezes in the tropics,
with land breezes being typically much weaker. This is
due to primarily the relatively weak nocturnal temperature contrast between land and water in the deep
tropics. Second, as discussed in detail below, there is a
rather significant phase delay between the decay of afternoon thunderstorms over the surrounding land and
the nocturnal maxima in lightning density over the water
bodies. It is postulated that, even if cool thunderstorm
outflow, as opposed to land breeze, were the dominant
means of forcing nocturnal thunderstorm development
over the water bodies, then the water bodies might
exhibit a single dominant pulse in thunderstorms, initiated near sunset and peaking shortly thereafter, rather
than sustained all-night thunderstorm activity with
maxima deep into the nighttime hours or even near
sunrise the following morning.
The foregoing literature all relies on lightning information from one or both of two sources. The first is
the Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) on the TRMM
satellite and its predecessor, the Optical Transient Detector (Boccippio et al. 2002; Mach et al. 2007). In either
case, any given thunderstorm is only observed for about
90 s at most, and thus, long periods of observations must
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be assembled into composites in order to obtain a reasonable representation of the diurnal cycle, but the advantage of the satellite data is the high total lightning
detection efficiency (DE). The second source is the
World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN).
This is a continuously operating ground-based lightning
locating system, such that the diurnal cycle is sampled
continuously with no need to do the type of very longterm aggregation that is necessary with LIS. Continuous
ground-based datasets therefore offer the possibility
of doing detailed examinations of the diurnal cycle as
well as intraseasonal and/or interannual time scales.
WWLLN, however, only detects about 10% of lightning
and has a bias toward the detection of oceanic lightning
over land-based lightning (Abarca et al. 2010; Rudlosky
and Shea 2013). In this study, the use of a different
ground-based network is introduced, that of the Global
Lightning Dataset (GLD360) (Said et al. 2013), which is
both continuously observing and has a DE of around
80% in the areas of study (Said and Murphy 2016) and
no known land–ocean detection bias (Said et al. 2013).
The primary objective of this paper is a more in-depth
analysis of the diurnal cycle of lightning activity over and
around four tropical water bodies. These include the
three already mentioned: Lake Maracaibo, the Strait
of Malacca, and Lake Victoria, but in addition, Lake
Titicaca in the Andes is included, which, as will be
demonstrated, also has a nocturnal lightning maximum
despite its rather different situation from the other
three locations. Three key observations that have not
received specific attention in the prior literature are
highlighted about the nocturnal lightning activity at all
four of these locations: 1) the sustainment of lightning
activity throughout the nighttime hours and, in fact, into
the following morning; 2) the delayed peak of lightning
activity until very late at night or sometimes after sunrise
the following morning at all but Lake Titicaca; and 3) the
wide variation in phasing of the nocturnal maxima over
these four water bodies, even though the afternoon
maxima over the surrounding terrain are very well phase
matched at about 1500–1700 LST at all four locations.
These key observations are then placed in the context of
the mechanisms of diurnal variability described in the
prior literature, particularly Mapes et al. (2003a).

2. GLD360 data
GLD360 is a ground-based lightning detection network providing worldwide coverage with the expectation of substantially uniform and high cloud-to-ground
(CG) flash DE (Mallick et al. 2014a; Poelman et al. 2013;
Pohjola and Mäkelä 2013; Said et al. 2013). In this study,
GLD360 data from the four calendar years of 2012–15
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are utilized. On 18 August 2015, an updated location
algorithm increased the NLDN-relative CG flash DE of
GLD360 from 63% (Said et al. 2013) to 81%, and it was
verified that the system has essentially no day–night
variation in DE (Said and Murphy 2016). All of the data
used in this study prior to 18 August 2015 were reprocessed using the updated algorithm. Ground truth
validations prior to the algorithm upgrade by Mallick
et al. (2014b) measured an absolute CG flash DE of 67%
with a stroke DE of 37% in Florida, and by Poelman et al.
(2013) measured a CG flash DE of 96% in Belgium.
Based on a rudimentary argument using the preupgrade
flash and stroke DE values, we can expect the postupgrade
stroke DE to be roughly 56%.
In this study, stroke density is computed using a
5 km 3 5 km grid. Given that there are some differences
in the validated DE of GLD360 in different parts of the
world, and that the available literature to date does not
yet include a global model showing the estimated performance of GLD360 in our areas of interest, no DE
corrections are applied to the stroke counts or stroke
densities. Additionally, although GLD360 does detect
some cloud lightning (Said and Murphy 2016), there is,
as yet, no way to identify the cloud lightning, so any
cloud pulses that are detected are included in the stroke
densities presented in this study. In addition to stroke
density, the time of day when the maximum lightning
density occurs is computed on a 20 km 3 20 km grid in
order to minimize statistical noise and emphasize the
important patterns of behavior. Hovmöller-like diagrams are also computed along cross sections through
the four selected water bodies.

3. Characteristics of the four water bodies and their
surroundings
The geographical situations surrounding the four water
bodies are shown in Fig. 1. All but the Lake Victoria maps
in Fig. 1 start at sea level, while the highest elevation
varies in order to provide maximum resolution within
each map. Each panel of Fig. 1 also shows two analysis
areas: a polygon or rectangle containing the land areas
that are considered to be relevant around each water
body, and then each water body itself, outlined by its
shoreline.
(i) Lake Maracaibo has a maximum north–south extent of 200 km and east–west extent of 120 km. It is
actually a bay that opens to the ocean on the north
side, and its surface is at sea level. Its basin is surrounded by high mountains that begin to rise
from a mostly flat plain 30–150 km away in all directions but north. The highest elevation within the
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analysis area is 5007 m in the Merida Andes to the
southeast. The lake has a maximum depth of only
about 33 m (Table 1) in the east-central part
(National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency1988).
The water temperature averages about 308C with
little seasonal variation (Berghuis 1995). Lake
Maracaibo has a very large annual total average
stroke density, identified as the world’s largest by
Albrecht et al. (2016).
(ii) The Strait of Malacca is one of the busiest shipping
lanes in the world and extends from Singapore on
the southeast to the Indian Ocean to the northwest.
The mountains of Sumatra on the west side reach a
peak altitude of 3466 m, while those to the east only
reach 1000 m or more in a small area of northcentral Malaysia. The strait is only about 75 km
across from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur but gradually opens to 300 km on the northwest end. It is
shallow, like Lake Maracaibo, with depths of less
than about 75 m (Table 1) until it opens to the Indian Ocean at the northwest end. The average sea
surface temperature is about 308C most of the year
(NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD 2017).
(iii) Lake Victoria is the largest lake in Africa, largest
tropical lake in the world, and second largest
freshwater lake in the world by area. Unlike the
previous two cases, Lake Victoria is in an elevated
basin at about 1100 m above sea level. However,
similar to both Lake Maracaibo and the Strait of
Malacca, Lake Victoria has only a maximum depth
of about 80 m (Anyah 2005). The surface water
temperature ranges from 248 to 288C on average
(Anyah 2005 and references therein), with warmer
water along the west side (Sun et al. 2015). The
mountains of the Eastern Rift Valley on the
Kenyan side of the lake reach an altitude of
5188 m, while the high terrain of the Western Rift
Valley extends to more than 3000-m altitude and
includes several other large north–south lakes.
(iv) Lake Titicaca is at 158S latitude, farther from the
equator than Lake Maracaibo. The lake surface is
at an altitude of 3812 m, considerably higher than
the other three water bodies. However, it is surrounded by mountains well in excess of 6000-m
altitude, and thus the altitude differential between
the lake and the surrounding terrain is similar to
that of both Lake Victoria and the Strait of
Malacca. Lake Titicaca is deeper than the other
three water bodies, with a maximum depth of
284 m, and it is also considerably colder due to its
altitude, with water surface temperatures varying
between 118 and 158C during the course of the
year, as measured from a station on the northwest
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FIG. 1. Topography of the four study areas over and surrounding (a) Lake Maracaibo, (b) Strait of Malacca,
(c) Lake Victoria, and (d) Lake Titicaca. Black polygons in (a) and (b), and black rectangles in (c) and (d) bound the
exterior analysis areas. Water bodies are surrounded by white lines, country boundaries are in red, and dashed
white lines are centers of cross sections shown in Fig. 7. Major mountain ranges and a river are identified in (a) and
Kuala Lumpur is shown in (b).

side (Delclaux et al. 2007 and references therein).
Lake Titicaca is the highest navigable lake in the
world and the largest lake in South America by
water volume. The highest mountain ridges are to

the northeast and southeast of the lake on a
portion of the Andes whose northeastern flank
drops within 200 km into the plains leading to the
Amazon basin.

TABLE 1. Altitude, latitude, maximum depth, water temperature, number of strokes per year, area, and stroke density per year of the four
water bodies outlined in white in Fig. 1.

Altitude
Latitude
Max depth
Water temperature
Temperature reference
Strokes yr21
Area (km2)
Strokes km22 yr21

Lake Maracaibo

Strait of Malacca

Lake Victoria

Lake Titicaca

0m
108N
33 m
308C
Berghuis (1995)
1 954 779
12 110
161

0m
48N
75 m
308C
NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD (2017)
6 015 216
83 810
72

1134 m
18S
80 m
248–288C
Anyah (2005)
703 263
68 220
10

3812 m
168S
284 m
118–158C
Delclaux et al. (2007)
83 188
6984
12
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FIG. 2. Annual stroke density detected by the GLD360 over and surrounding (a) Lake Maracaibo, (b) Strait of
Malacca, (c) Lake Victoria, and (d) Lake Titicaca in a 5 km 3 5 km grid from 2012 to 2015. Terrain altitude contours
are shown in black at altitudes of 0, 1000, and 2000 m in (a),(b); 1000, 2000, and 3000 m in (c); and 2500, 3500, and
4500 m in (d); and the water bodies are outlined in black. The Pacific Ocean coastline is in black in (d). Black
southwest–northeast lines indicate locations of the cross sections in Fig. 7.

4. Annual stroke densities
Table 1 summarizes the general characteristics of the
four water bodies and their average annual lightning
activity, in order of discussion in the following paragraphs and sections. The lightning stroke counts given in
Table 1 are the per-year averages during 2012–15 as
measured by GLD360, and the stroke densities are
simply these stroke counts divided by the areas of the
respective water bodies highlighted in Fig. 1.
Lake Maracaibo has an average stroke density of 161
strokes km22 yr21 (Table 1). While there are large
lightning stroke densities over the slopes of several
mountain ranges surrounding the lake, none are as large
and strong as over the water surface. In contrast, the
highest mountains have the lowest stroke densities
(blue). In particular, there is a significant minimum in
lightning density directly over the Merida Andes, which
run from northeast to southwest close to the southeast
side of the lake, and other density minima are located
over the Eastern Cordillera, Perijá Mountains, and
Santa Marta Massif. Outside the lake itself, stroke
densities are largest on the slopes of the mountain

ranges rather than over them (López and Holle 1986;
Holle 2014). We speculate that this could either be due
to a lack of deep moisture in convective updrafts that
start at the middle troposphere rather than near the
surface, as noted by Houze (2012) based on Frei and
Schär (1998), or it could be that the convection simply
starts so early in the day over the highest terrain that the
temperature differential, and thus the CAPE, has insufficient time to rise enough to yield strong convection.
Some indication of this effect is included in MacGorman
et al. (2007) where cloud-to-ground flash rates were
found to increase with the thickness of the radarobserved 30-dBZ layer. Stolz et al. (2015) also found a
relationship of lightning occurrence with the height of
30-dBZ echoes and warm cloud depth. However, neither of these studies specifically addressed the topic of
reduced flash rates for storms that initiate at higher altitudes such as those located around the periphery of the
four water bodies examined here. Such an analysis of the
relevant dynamic and thermodynamic impacts is warranted in future studies.
The Strait of Malacca annual map in Fig. 2b indicates a
lightning maximum over the strait and several stronger
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maxima on the slopes of surrounding mountains. The average density (Table 1) is 72 strokes km22 yr21, less than
half of the Lake Maracaibo mean, located over the slope of
the topography near Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, on the
eastern shore of the Strait of Malacca. Additional stroke
density maxima are located on the eastern shores of
Sumatra and the Malaysian Peninsula, north of Singapore,
and at several locations on the western shore of Sumatra.
Minima are apparent over the highest elevations of
Sumatra and Malaysia as indicated in Fig. 2b.
The broader region surrounding Lake Victoria in
Fig. 2c includes one of the highest annual stroke densities in the world located several hundred kilometers to
the west of the lake, west of the Mitumba Mountains in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Albrecht et al.
2016), and a much less intense maximum over the lake.
The massive region of high stroke density exceeding
10 strokes km22 yr21 to the west extending from the
western slopes of the mountain ranges into the Congo
basin is not over the mountains themselves. Note in Table 1
that the lake is large, resulting in the overall area-average
stroke density over the lake of only 10 strokes km22 yr21,
much smaller than Lake Maracaibo (161) and the Strait
of Malacca (72). As noted around Lake Maracaibo, the
highest peaks and ridges to the east of the lake, and
of the Western Rift Valley, have lightning densities
below 1 stroke km22 yr21 but larger densities exceeding
5 strokes km22 yr21 along their slopes.
The lightning density maxima near Lake Titicaca extend northwest–southeast on both the east and west
sides of the lake (Fig. 2d). The largest stroke density on
the west side is between the highest altitudes and the
lake, as found for the other water bodies. However, the
largest stroke density to the east of Lake Titicaca is east
of the Andes over the foothills. GLD360 detects
83 810 strokes yr21 over the lake, considerably fewer than
over the lakes at lower altitudes. However, it is a much
smaller lake by area than the other water bodies studied
here, so the area-average stroke density of 12 km21 yr21
(Table 1) is actually higher than over Lake Victoria.
Minima in stroke density are found over the Pacific
Ocean and adjacent coastal plain where cold water offshore inhibits convection. The areas in Fig. 2d in white
over the Pacific Ocean and the adjacent plains had no
detected lightning at all during the 4-yr period. Another
minimum is observed over the highest portions of the
Andes, in an orientation from northwest to southeast.

5. Monthly variations
Over Lake Maracaibo, lightning frequency is not
uniform through the year (Fig. 3a). Lightning is most
frequent from August to October, and a secondary peak
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occurs during April and May. The overlake maxima lag
the exterior polygon by a month in both peaks. A distinct lightning minimum prevails from November to
March. The Caribbean low-level jet is cited by Muñoz
et al. (2016) as having the dominant seasonal-scale influence over thunderstorm activity in the region, with
the annual migration of the ITCZ, in turn, modifying the
Caribbean low-level jet. Land and water areas show
proportionally the same trends. The number of hours
and days with lightning over Lake Maracaibo is very
large. GLD360 detects an average of 304 days yr21 when
there is at least 1 stroke over the lake (83% of possible
days). This daily total agrees with the TRMM LIS climatology of Albrecht et al. (2016) who found an average
of 297 days yr21 with lightning. The range is 287–
332 days yr21 during the 2012–15 GLD360 data period.
At least 1 stroke is detected over the lake during
2658 h yr21 (30% of possible hours). From April to
November, every month has at least 27 days with lightning over the lake. Even in the relatively weak lightning
months of June and July, more than enough strokes
occur such that there is at least 1 stroke day21.
Figure 3b shows monthly lightning counts over the
Strait of Malacca to exhibit two maxima: one in March–
May and the other in October and adjacent months.
Land and water areas show the same trends. These periods are likely related to the passage of the equatorial
trough across the region due to the migration of the
summer and winter monsoon. This is consistent with the
changes in mean wind direction from northeasterly to
southwesterly in May and back to northeasterly in
September (Fujita et al. 2010).
Lake Victoria has two seasonal maxima in lightning:
one in October–December and the other in February–
April (Fig. 3c). Both lake and adjacent land areas show
the same trends. The two maxima are likely related to
the passage of the equatorial trough across the region
(Chamberlain et al. 2014 and references therein). A
similar seasonal behavior is seen in the precipitation in
this region (Chamberlain et al. 2014).
Lake Titicaca has a strong seasonal variation in its
thunderstorm activity with a significant maximum between November and March and very little lightning
from May to July (Fig. 3d). Both land and lake areas
have the same trends. The strong annual cycle is associated with the transport of mid- to upper-level moisture
from the east through the setup of the Bolivian high late
in the Southern Hemisphere spring (Garreaud 1999;
Jones and Carvalho 2002). The South American lowlevel jet is a significant source of moisture along the east
slope of the Andes, but evidently only up to about
2500-m altitude. At higher altitudes, the exact position
of the Bolivian high regulates the flow of moisture into
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FIG. 3. Number of strokes by month over (a) Lake Maracaibo and polygon exterior to lake, (b) Strait of Malacca and polygon exterior to
strait, (c) Lake Victoria and rectangle exterior to lake, and (d) Lake Titicaca and rectangle exterior to lake as indicated in Fig. 1.

the high terrain, resulting in relatively wet periods when
the high is farther south and easterly flow is enhanced
(Garreaud 1999).

6. Diurnal variations
The diurnal cycle of lightning over the four regions is
shown from four different perspectives, as follows:
d

d

d

d

Figure 4 shows the hourly percent contributions to the
diurnal totals occurring within the day in all four regions
with Fig. 4a showing the land areas surrounding the
water bodies and Fig. 4b showing the overwater areas.
Figure 5 shows stroke density maps for each region
starting at midafternoon, midnight, and sunrise.
Figure 6 shows the time of day with the maximum
lightning frequency.
Figure 7 indicates the diurnal cycle with Hovmöller cross
sections over swaths through the center of the water
bodies from southwest to northeast as shown in Fig. 1.

a. Combined diurnal time series
A combined analysis of lightning occurrence over and
surrounding the four bodies of water is shown in Fig. 4.
Both panels are expressed in percent of all lightning
occurring within the day for each water body.

The lightning maxima over the landmasses (Fig. 4a)
are nearly in phase between 1500 and 1700 LST. The
land surrounding Lake Maracaibo actually exhibits the
superposition of two peaks: one near 1600 LST that
occurs outside of the low-level, swampy Catatumbo
River valley; and a second peak associated with evening
convection over the river valley itself. All other land
areas have small amounts of lightning between 2000 and
1100 LST.
By contrast, the maxima in lightning frequency over
water (Fig. 4b) are out of phase in the different locations. The nocturnal maxima over both Lake Maracaibo
and the Strait of Malacca occur after midnight. Lake
Victoria exhibits an increase of lightning frequency
during the night, but the actual peak is delayed until
after sunrise. By contrast, Lake Titicaca has its peak
during the hours immediately after sunset.

b. Lake Maracaibo
Maps of the diurnal cycle (Fig. 5) in three selected time
intervals (1500–1800, 0000–0300, and 0600–0900 LST)
indicate how the daytime lightning maxima on the
mountain slopes switch to a nighttime maximum over
the water. During the first time period from 1500 to
1800 LST, stroke densities are large over the slopes of the
high terrain as well as over the elevated plateau to the
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FIG. 4. Percent of lightning occurring within the day over (a) the surrounding four land areas
and (b) over each lake and Strait of Malacca by hour of day in local solar time (LST).

northeast, while there is a distinct minimum over the
water. Nine hours later from 0000 to 0300 LST, Lake
Maracaibo has an enormous maximum. Lightning also
persists into the early morning as well (0600–0900 LST).
Maximum stroke occurrence peaks near midnight
over the southwest portion of the lake (Fig. 6a), then it is
later at night to after sunrise over the northeast portion.
Over most land areas, the most frequent time for a
lightning maximum is from afternoon to early evening
(1500–1900 LST). The afternoon lightning maxima
along the flanks of the Sierra de Perijá and Eastern
Cordillera ranges gradually migrate into the lower

altitudes of the Catatumbo River valley between 1900
and 2300 LST. This lightning maximum then either
merges with or initiates the lightning maximum over the
lake by 0200–0300 LST.
The Hovmöller cross section (Fig. 7a) indicates a
lightning density maximum that peaks around 0200 LST.
The combination of Figs. 6a and 7a suggests, however,
that the space–time evolution may be dominated by the
development of thunderstorms over the Catatumbo
River valley to the west-southwest of the lake from about
1600 LST onward, leading into the nocturnal maximum
over the lake itself. Muñoz et al. (2016) have described
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FIG. 5. (left to right) The 3-hourly maps of lightning over and in vicinity of (top to bottom) four water bodies at indicated LSTs. Terrain
contours and water body outlines as in Fig. 2. Black southwest–northeast lines indicate locations of the cross sections in Fig. 7.

4- and 30-km Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model simulations of the processes involved. A strong
southwesterly directed low-level jet operates during the
late afternoon and evening through meridional wind
anomalies and establishes convergence along the terrain
to the southwest of the lake. Cool outflows from the resulting convection apparently shift the convergence
zone and convection maximum toward the Catatumbo
River valley during the evening and eventually turn the

low-level wind to approximately alongshore (Albrecht
et al. 2016), which may or may not assist in pushing the
area of convergence to the lake during the middle of the
night. In addition, it also appears as though the convection over the northeast shore of the lake in the late afternoon is loosely connected to the nocturnal maximum,
perhaps via its own cool outflows, which would serve to
reinforce the convergence zone established to the southwest of the lake during the evening.
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FIG. 6. Hour of day in LST with maximum lightning frequency in a 20 km 3 20 km grid for (a) Lake Maracaibo,
(b) Strait of Malacca, (c) Lake Victoria, and (d) Lake Titicaca. Time is indicated by color bar. Terrain contours and
water body outlines are as in Fig. 2. Black southwest–northeast lines indicate locations of the cross sections in Fig. 7.

c. Strait of Malacca
A maximum in stroke density over land surrounding
the strait is apparent in the midafternoon in Fig. 5, while a
strong maximum occurs over the strait during the night.
The peak lightning occurrence is closer to midnight over
the southeast portion of the strait (Fig. 6b), then it is later
at night to after sunrise over the northwest portion. The
cross section in Fig. 7b shows minimal lightning over
water during the afternoon, then an overwater maximum
after midnight into the early morning. There is some indication in Fig. 7b that the decaying maximum over the
strait actually pushes onshore at about 1200 LST, perhaps
reinforcing the sea-breeze circulations on both shores, or
even launching them. The land surfaces between the
mountains and coastlines on both sides clearly dominate
lightning occurrence between 1500 and 1800 LST, as evident in the 3-hourly maps of Fig. 5. Between about 1900
and 2200 LST, the maximum on the Malaysian side then
appears to blend into the eventual nocturnal maximum
over water.

d. Lake Victoria
Maximum lightning frequency from 0000 to
0300 LST is over the northeastern corner of the lake

(Fig. 5), and then the lightning maximum progresses
across the lake through the night into morning. Maxima after midnight are also very apparent over the
larger Rift Valley lakes to the northwest and west
(Fig. 6c). Nearly all of the surrounding areas have an
afternoon maximum from 1400 to 1800 LST (Fig. 4a),
while about half of the grid squares over the lake itself
have no lightning at all from 1500 to 1800 LST (Fig. 5).
The cross section (Fig. 7c) shows that the overwater
maximum begins after midnight and then persist for
many hours until nearly noon. There is evidence of
propagation, on average, from northeast to southwest,
although on any particular day, there may actually
be a distinct break between afternoon convection over
land and nocturnal convection over the lake. On average, Fig. 7c indicates that the afternoon maximum
occurs between the Kenyan highlands and the northeast shore of the lake and then extends into the nocturnal maximum over the lake, and ends with an early
afternoon maximum to the southwest of the lake.
Modeling studies by Anyah et al. (2006) show sensitivity
of the diurnal cycle to the setup of the lake-breeze front
to the northeast of the lake in the afternoon, as well as
high sensitivity of the overall seasonal cycle of precipitation in the region to moisture arriving from the
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FIG. 7. Hovmöller diagrams along cross sections from southwest to northeast across the four water bodies as
indicated by dashed lines in Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6. Time of day (LST) is indicated by the vertical scale in the center;
dashed black lines are sunrise and sunset. Color shading shows the number of strokes (on logarithmic scale), with
a range of 102–105 on the top for Lake Maracaibo and the Strait of Malacca, and a range of 102–104 on the bottom
for Lakes Victoria and Titicaca. All diagrams use bins of 10 km in the distance dimension by 15 min in the time-ofday dimension. The total lengths of cross sections are between 450 and 650 km (indicated at the bottom of each
panel), and water body cross sections are 100–200 km wide (indicated by the vertical black lines).

western Indian Ocean. The Kenyan highlands evidently
partially impede easterly flow from the Indian Ocean,
and heating of this mountain range also draws the
lake-breeze front deeper into Kenya, setting up the
convergence zone that creates the local maximum in
thunderstorm activity along the eastern shore of the lake
between 1500 and 1800 LST. We suspect that the collapse of that convection then leads to a cool easterly
outflow that penetrates deep into the west side of the
lake where the water temperature is warmer (Song et al.
2004; Anyah 2005). This leads to an absolute maximum
in lightning density that is displaced to the west and
occurs after 0600 LST, consistent with Fig. 5 and with
the diurnal cycle of cold cloud tops shown by
Chamberlain et al. (2014). Curiously, Bürgesser et al.
(2013) found maximum lightning density over the
northern and central parts of the lake, with a twopeaked time distribution, which is inconsistent with

the satellite and precipitation studies of the area and
with the present results.

e. Lake Titicaca
Maximum lightning begins in the evening and extends
after midnight over the center of the lake (Fig. 6d).
Maxima after midnight are also apparent over lower
elevations to the east. Nearly all other land areas have
peak lightning occurrence between noon and sunset.
There is a progression from a near-noon maximum
over high terrain along the southwest and northeast
flanks of the lake toward a later afternoon peak
along a northwest–southeast axis through the lake itself (Fig. 6d).
As noted above, the nighttime maximum is earlier
than over the three lower-altitude water bodies in this
study, specifically between 1900 and 2300 LST. The
cross section in Fig. 7d shows that convection over the
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surrounding high terrain both to the southwest and
northeast ramps up strongly and suddenly near
1200 LST. The maximum to the southwest (left) of the
lake drifts slowly toward the northeast as the afternoon
progresses, consistent with the 3-hourly densities shown
in Fig. 5. As the land-side thunderstorms decay after
1800 LST, the nearshore and overlake maximum reaches its peak shortly after sunset. Although the peak
lightning density over the lake occurs prior to midnight,
Fig. 7d shows that a weak overwater maximum persists
after midnight until shortly after sunrise, with a tendency to be displaced toward the southwest shore
where the water depth is less than 200 m and average
temperatures are closer to 158C. The persistence of
the maximum all night is consistent with the findings
of Giovannettone and Barros (2009), who looked at
TRMM precipitation features having reflectivity of at
least 20 dBZ and 85-GHz polarization-corrected temperature of 250 K or less. They noted a distinct local
maximum in such features, representative of convective
clouds containing ice, over Lake Titicaca during the
0000–0600 LST time period, as well as a distinct minimum
in these features directly over the lake between 1200 and
1800 LST. They attributed the nocturnal maximum to
downslope flow from the surrounding terrain, but not
explicitly to cool outflow from the preceding afternoon
convection over the terrain. However, it is important to
note that they did not consider the 1800–0000 UTC time
period, when the absolute maximum in lightning density
occurs over the lake.

7. Discussion and conclusions
The foregoing perspectives on the diurnal cycle
highlight the three common features of these four water
bodies noted in section 1: 1) prominent nocturnal maxima in lightning density over water that are sustained all
night and into the following morning, 2) delayed maturation of the nocturnal maxima at all sites but Lake
Titicaca, and 3) significant differences in the local time
of the four nocturnal maxima although the lightning
maxima on the surrounding land areas all occur between
1500 and 1700 LST. As noted in the literature review, we
suspect that the primary emphasis on lake–sea and land
breezes in the prior literature obscures and fails to bring
attention to some other critical factors.
The sustainment of lightning all night, even at the
relatively cold, high-altitude site of Lake Titicaca, suggests that input of sensible and latent heat from the
water, which is warmer at night than surrounding land, is
potentially the most obvious factor aside from low-level
circulation. However, the broad Magdalena Valley of
northern Colombia, located a short distance to the
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southwest of Lake Maracaibo, also has a prominent
nocturnal maximum in precipitation (Mapes et al.
2003b) as well as a nocturnal maximum in lightning
(Albrecht et al. 2016), but no body of water. Similarly,
other parts of the Amazon and Congo basins also have
significant nocturnal lightning activity. Thus, the water
body itself is not a necessary ingredient in the generation
of a nocturnal maximum in convective activity. Therefore, it may be the case that a low-level circulation, in
either the form of outflow from afternoon land-based
convection or downslope breezes or a combination of
both, initiates the overwater convection at night, then
evolves into a self-sustaining meso-a-scale circulation
during the remainder of the night. That is, subsidence
outside the thunderstorms over water reinforces the
downslope breezes, which in turn then reinforces the
nocturnal convection until after sunrise, when the upslope breeze develops over the mountain slopes. This
notion is similar in some respects to the conceptual
summary of another region, the south slopes of the
Himalayas, which has a nocturnal maximum in precipitation (Barros et al. 2004). They proposed a sequence of stationary nocturnal vertical circulations,
abetted by cool outflow early, and subsequently sustained during the night by the interaction of midlevel
winds and orographic gravity waves with specific ridges
and valleys.
The degree to which downslope breezes, as opposed
to cool outflow from afternoon land-based thunderstorms, instigate nocturnal thunderstorms over water
may be testable by examining how often there are nights
with thunderstorms over water without land-based
thunderstorms the preceding afternoon. We defer that
analysis to future work. However, there is evidence in
the literature that the low-altitude circulation may be
dominated by the convergence of cool outflow from
convection on land during the afternoon. At the Strait of
Malacca, shipborne measurements by Fujita et al. (2010)
showed cool offshore flow from both sides of the strait,
with temperature differentials of 48–58C. According to a
‘‘dry’’ simulation performed by Fujita et al. (2010),
katabatic winds alone would not have such a large
temperature differential, consistent with Mapes et al.
(2003a) and indicating the likely dominance of convective outflow. Additional sensitivity studies of the type
conducted by Fujita et al. (2010) and Anyah et al. (2006)
may reveal whether subtle differences in the timing of
the lake–land temperature contrast and overwater
convergence are attributable to downslope breezes
versus outflow from afternoon thunderstorms over land,
but these are outside the scope of the present paper.
If pure low-level circulation from land to water were
the dominant factor in the nocturnal convection over
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water, then we might anticipate that, on average, the
maximum lightning frequency at all sites might occur
shortly after sunset, when the atmosphere remains warm
and unstable and offshore-directed circulations are first
established. Instead, we observe significant delays in the
time of the lightning maxima at the three lower-altitude
sites in this study. In addition, as noted above with respect to Lake Maracaibo, the surface wind climatology
presented by Albrecht et al. (2016) shows an alongshore
component at night, making it unclear whether or not
low-level convergence is dominant. Such observations
suggest that destabilization of the midtroposphere may
also have an important role. This destabilization could
have a number of sources. Mapes et al. (2003a)
identified a gravity wave that acted to cool the area
around the 800-mb level over northwestern South
America, but it should be noted that they also showed,
but did not specifically identify, a second area of nocturnal cooling at around the 600-mb level. Lake Titicaca
is a unique case: being at roughly 650 mb, it can serve as
its own source of midtropospheric destabilization by
direct injection of sensible and latent heat at that altitude. In this context, it is also important to note that
Lake Titicaca is essentially cut off from all low-level
moisture sources but is able to yield an all-night lightning maximum. Those unique features may explain why
its lightning maximum occurs shortly after sunset in
contrast with the other sites.
Although the overall patterns of behavior may be
broadly consistent with the coastal regime of convective diurnal cycles identified by Kikuchi and Wang
(2008), we hypothesize that the phase differences of
the nocturnal maxima between the four sites probably
result from site-specific combinations of the aforementioned factors. For instance, Lake Victoria is
warmest near its west-southwest shore, but given the
northeast–southwest propagation of thunderstorms
from the Kenyan highlands in the afternoon across the
lake at night, the thunderstorms do not reach the
southwest side until morning, perhaps explaining why
the peak lightning density at Lake Victoria occurs in
the early morning. By contrast, the lightning maximum over Lake Maracaibo is slightly earlier on the
southwest side than to the northeast, and we note an
evening maximum along the river valley to the
southwest of the lake that either instigates or blends
into the nighttime maximum over the lake.
While nocturnal lightning density maxima are found
over certain land areas, note that the converse also exists: Lake Okeechobee, a significant water body at 268N
in the United States, experiences no nocturnal lightning
density maximum. Instead, there is a minimum in
lightning occurrence over the lake compared with large
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densities over surrounding heated land (Holle 2014).
There is warm water in summer (308C), and the lake is
essentially at sea level, similar to Lake Maracaibo and
the Strait of Malacca, but there is no elevated topography surrounding the lake. Thus, an additional low- to
midaltitude factor must be a significant terrain gradient,
perhaps assisting the convergence either via convective
outflow from the afternoon storms on land and/or a
downslope breeze circulation. Lake Okeechobee is also
much smaller and at a higher latitude than the other
water bodies in this study, and located on a peninsula
where sea breezes are very strong in summer.
It is important to note that the diurnal cycle is just one
component, albeit an important one, of the overall climatology of thunderstorms in the areas of these four
water bodies, as well as the tropics in general. For instance, Laing et al. (2011) have shown that convection
over all of equatorial Africa, including the Lake Victoria
region, is modulated on weekly time scales by equatorial
Kelvin waves, as well as on longer time scales by the
Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO). The MJO also has an
important role in regulating thunderstorm activity over
the entire Maritime Continent, not only the Strait of
Malacca (Virts et al. 2013b).
This study raises a wide variety of unresolved issues.
Future studies of these four water bodies and their surroundings might seek to investigate how the nondiurnal
cycles affect or modulate the occurrence of lightning
over the water versus over the surrounding terrain, and
whether or not these cycles alter the general patterns
presented in this study. Since these are four different
locations with differing regimes of large-scale and local
flow patterns, it will be necessary to conduct studies of
each lake or strait separately, despite the fact that all
four water bodies have nighttime maxima in lightning
following afternoon maxima over surrounding elevated
terrain.
In conclusion, the diurnal cycles of lightning activity
were examined over and around four large tropical
water bodies that are surrounded by significant terrain
gradients of various configurations. It was found that all
four water bodies have nocturnal maxima in lightning
density that follow large afternoon lightning densities
over the surrounding terrain. The key observations, in
our view, are that 1) lightning activity is sustained all
night at all four sites, 2) there is a substantial delay between the afternoon peak in lightning activity over the
surrounding land areas and the nocturnal maxima over
water at all sites except Lake Titicaca, and 3) there is
significant phase variation in the nocturnal maxima over
water, even though the afternoon maxima over land at
all four locations are very well phase-matched and occur
between 1500 and 1700 LST.
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The low-level circulation may initiate nighttime
overwater convection, due to outflows from afternoon
land-based convection and/or from downslope breezes,
and evolve into a self-sustaining meso-a-scale circulation. There are significant time delays of the lightning
maxima at the three lower-altitude sites, suggesting that
destabilization of the midtroposphere may be important. Phase differences of the nocturnal maxima among
the four sites probably result from site-specific combinations of these factors.
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